Anth 201: Course Evaluation Student Comments

A sampling of course evaluation comments:

"I felt Kathleen did an excellent job of organizing her class so that students improved tremendously on their writing and study habits. Kathleen made it so that writing the short essays were crucial to turn in but not as crucial to do well. This relieving some of the pressure associated with writing a paper. I felt she did a great job of giving the first papers we turned in back in a well graded manner, telling what needs to be done."

"I never felt that my assignments weren't worth my time, including the CAP project. I really felt that it reinforced my knowledge on past and present anthropological issues. I also found it to be an excellent writing opportunity. What an awesome class! I never felt tired despite the 8 am start."

"I thought the project (CAP) was a great idea. The class was a lot of work but totally worth it because I learned a lot."

"The CAP gave me a sense of accomplishment and was a great opportunity to both write a quality essay and compete with others of my age group."

"Thank you! The essays were important and that is appreciated!"

"No busy work was a plus. Every assignment had a purpose and I gained something from each one. Thank you!"